ION mains fed
Clean. Simple. Smart. Designed to fit in the smallest footprint, the ION™
makes a great office water cooler where form and function matter.
It’s all about clean water. And a healthy life begins with clean, healthy
water. It doesn’t get any more basic than that. Just press the touch
screen menu enjoy an endless supply of ambient, cold, or optional hot
or sparkling water. Always bottle-free and freshly filtered, you’re
assured that your water never sits stagnant in a plastic container.
And what could be simpler than replacing 8,000 - 16 oz. bottles with a
single Natural Choice filter. Good for you and the environment. So turn
on the tap and relax knowing you’re doing the right thing for your body
and the planet. Who knew going green could be so simple.
The ION's uniquely engineered reservoir-free design keeps water free
from contamination and purifies it as it fills your cup. The sealed water
pathway and high capacity filter significantly reduces running costs
when compared to other coolers. The filter in the ION does not have to
be changed as often and there are no expensive Ultra Violet filters to
replace either. When the filter needs replacing, a convenient change
indicator light will let you know. As the ION only chills water needed to
fill your cup it is up to 75% more energy efficient than other coolers
With its SleepMode™ function active, it reduces energy consumption
on evenings and weekends.
The ION's superb engineering and precise computer control provides
an awesome flow capacity of up to 120 chilled cups an hour and all at
5.5 ºC or less, no other cooler on the market comes close. If you need
hot water for teas and soups then its RapidHot™ technology serves up
to 45 piping hot cups an hour! There is a removable drip tray with
optional drain facility. Available with a choice of two colours as either a
table-top or with base cabinet and dual-cup dispense.
There are five temperature dispense formats; Ambient & Cold; Cold &
Hot; Sparkling & Cold; Sparkling, Cold & Hot and Ambient, Cold & Hot.









Capacity 120 cups an hour chilled, 45 cups an hour hot
Only needs 1 filter change per year
Energy management system
Built-in leak detector
Compact drip tray drainage container with alarm
Footprint floor standing 1316mm (h) x 432mm (d) x 332mm (w)
Weight floor standing 18 KG
Footprint table top 410mm (h) x 432mm (d) x 332mm (w)
Weight table top 16 KG

